
Fruit pulp is the most basic product created by the
processing of fresh fruit. It contains both the juice and
the pulp, which is the stringy fiber which is often
removed from fruit juice. They are used in a huge
range of applications including gelato, fruit flavored
yoghurt, jelly, fruit drinks, jams, candies, baked
goods, sauces, and even specialty beer brewing.

10117891     PULP TAMARIND                 12/14 OZ

10117892     PULP PINEAPPLE                12/14 OZ

10117893     PULP MANGO                      12/14 OZ

10117894     PULP PAPAYA                12/14 OZ

10117895     PULP PASSION FRUIT        12/14 OZ

10117896     PULP SOURSOP                  12/14 OZ

10117897     PULP GUAVA                        12/14 OZ

10117898     PULP MAMEY                       12/14 OZ

RIVIERA BEACH ONLY AT THIS TIME



❖ The typical spec of dust that you see floating

in the air is halfway in size between the Earth

and a subatomic particle.

❖Male hospital patients fall out of bed twice as

often as female hospital patients.

❖ The symbol on the 'pound' key (#) is called

an octothorpe.

❖ People in a 7-year study who ate seafood at

least once every week had a 30% lower

occurrence of dementia.

❖ Shemomedjamo is a Georgian word meaning

‘to eat past the point of fullness because the

food is so delicious’.

❖ Applying hemorrhoid cream to your chest and

waist can make you look more muscular.

GRUMPY POTATO 
HASH BROWNS & TATER TOTS 

CBI EXCLUSIVE 

10117441 HASH BROWN PATTIE 

12 SLEEVES OF 20 CT 
Pre Fried and Frozen.  Deep fry, pan fry,

or  ovenable.  Great for any meal.   

10117442 TATER TOTS 6/5 LB BAGS
Pre Fried and Frozen. These tots have a

crunchy texture and mild onion flavor.

Deep fry, pan fry, or ovenable. Great for

any meal.

AVAILABLE IN ALL WAREHOUSES



“Belgium Butter, Nut & Candy’s sculpted butter is a 
great way to enhance your table setting this holiday 
season and will be a great conversation piece your 
guests will rave about!”

Case Pack: 12 x 4 oz each 

CBI # 10072398 Butter Turkey 
Order By October 22

CBI # 10072397 Butter Christmas Tree 
Order By November 24

FLORIDA WAREHOUSES ONLY


